


THE CONCEPT behind Pixmiii
Challenging one’s friends, pic vs. pic. It’s fun and easy.
You invite or build your own tribe through friends, family, colleagues, your 
sports club...
Once your network has been built, you can challenge your entire group or just 
a friend to take part in a photo challenge.
Who has the finest moustache? Who is the best-looking girl at the party? 
Who has the most eccentric hairdo...?
The slightest feature becomes an excuse to engage in a duel. Once your 
picture has been posted, your friends vote for whichever their favorite is and 
leave comments.
Pixmiii has thus come up with a new social network offer for people to 
connect with friends and relations.
A virtual currency, the pix, gives your victories value. You can exchange 
collected pixes for gifts!
This currency will become an undeniable asset as soon as the online shop 
opens, which will be very soon...

WHO AND WHAT are Pixmiii? 
4 people are behind Pixmiii: two students and two professionals from the 
communication and mobile application development industry.

Students Jenvick Meinsohn and Tarek Boulfoul came up with the general 
outline; Developer Gaëtan Patard and Philippe Féat, head of the “Créateur 
d’image” agency, reworked the idea to form a concept they were able to 
develop. 

The “Créateur d’image” agency provided major support via its graphic 
design and web team in order to turn Pixmiii into a full-fledged trademark.



EVOLUTIONS on Pixmiii 
Pixmiii’s first version only includes a 1-on-1 duel function. However, in view of 
the success it has encountered, the upcoming version will incorporate the 
following features:
-group duels
-a chat room
-notifications

Pixmiii’s TARGET AUDIENCE
Pixmiii is aimed at all smartphone users whatever their age may be. Despite 
the main target audience remaining 15-25 year olds, the concept may appeal 
to older age groups.

The concept behind Pixmiii is unifying, simple and fun, which places it among 
the category of apps which can be exported on a global scale.
Targets for 2015 are the European and U.S. market mainly, then China.

-Enhancing user-friendliness
-The online shop
-Tablet development, Windows phone, web




